DGA Quarterly Meeting
June 8, 2021
11:00 – Noon
ZOOM

Agenda & Notes

• Welcome – Andrew Gray
  o SPS personnel updates
    ▪ New: Valerie Whelan & Jackie Hall
    ▪ Kari Vandergust took a Pre-Award job with Stanford
    ▪ Julie Buller retiring after 40+ years
    ▪ Ashley Boehme has moved to Award Setup
    ▪ Patti Carey will be transitioning to Award Setup in a few weeks
    ▪ Current openings: (2) Pre-Award SPAs and (1) Post-Award SPA
  o Ideal-Logic for outgoing subawards and Research Service Agreements
    ▪ This is still in testing phase and is expected to go live soon. Training sessions will also be available soon as we prepare to roll out this system for research contracts.
    ▪ If you would like to test out or familiarize yourself with this system, you may do so here: https://apps.ideal-logic.com/uosps
      • When you create a new record, you will need to use the 3rd and 5th level ORGs, as follows, for testing purposes.

Department Information

3rd Level Department
Ella – 800002

Change Department

5th Level Department* 🔄
Wiley – 800003 Remove

• If you are unable to login, email Andrew Gray at agray5@uoregon.edu
• **Micro-Purchase Threshold – Rule change on July 1st** – Greg Shabram
  o *25K threshold takes effect for new funding coming in with a 7/1/21 start date or later. For current awards the $10K threshold still applies.*

• **Research Administration Portal (RAP) Module & IRB Submissions** – Carolyn Craig
  o Areas of oversight and expertise:
    - Compliance and Human Integrity
    - Conflicts of Interest for research and all UO COI compliance
    - Oversee and provide guidance for COI Training Requirements for research teams
    - Research Misconduct
  o To register for upcoming trainings – including the use of the new RAP modules for human subject protocols - email: Researchcompliance@uoregon.edu

• **Pre-Award Updates** – Glen Bennett
  o QRC and SPS Budget Template updates
    - available in EPCS record or on VPRI website
  o EPCS Update for DGAs – under Reports, My Proposal Activity (DGA), E-PCS Post-Award Effort Active Awards – by PI. This report pulls data from the Final Effort Tab of EPCS for the effort information for an individual PI for all the PI’s active awards.
    - **Note:** currently only pulls award in which they are a PI or Co-PI. An update is being requested to include all senior key personnel.
  o NIH Other Support: INOT-OD-21-110, NIH expects applicants and recipients to use the updated bio-sketch and other support format for applications, Just-in-Time (JIT) Reports, and Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPRs) as of May 25, 2021. NIH will require the new formats after January 25, 2022. NIH recommends currently using the new formats to get used to using them now before they are required.

• **Questions/Closing** – Andrew Gray